We present the recent results of the strange vector form factors of the nucleon within the framework of the SU(3) chiral quark-soliton model. We compare our results with the recent experimental data of the SAMPLE and HAPPEX collaborations and find that they are in a good agreement with the data. We also predict the future experiments of the A4, HAPPEX-II and G0 collaborations.
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.527 ± 0.048 ± 0.027 ± 0.011(HAPPEX) 0.025 ± 0.020 ± 0.014 (HAPPEX) Table 1 The combinations (G In Table 1 we present the results relevant for the HAPPEX experiments. While the model result of the flavor-singlet form factor is in a fairly good agreement with the HAPPEX data, that of the strange vector one shows a little bit higher value than the experimental one. In Tables 2-4 , we list the predictions of the future experiments. Table 2 Strange form factors: The prediction for the G0 experiment. The model parameters as in Fig. 1 . θ = 10 Table 3 Strange form factors: The prediction for the A4 experiment. The model parameters as in Fig. 1 . In this talk, our aim has been to present the recent results of the strange form factors of the nucleon within the framework of the SU(3) chiral quark-soliton model. We have taken into account the new scheme of the SU(3) quantization. We also have considered two different Yukawa asymptotic tails, that is, the pion and kaon tails. The difference between the results with the pion and kaon tails is regarded as the uncertainty which is inherent in the present model. The results are in a fairly good agreement with the SAMPLE and HAPPEX results. We also predict the future experiments of the A4, HAPPEX-II and G0 experiments.
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